COAS Dean’s 2022 Summer Research Fellowship Application

**Eligibility:** All tenure-track and tenured faculty of all disciplines in the College of Arts and Sciences at Lamar University. Non-Chairs will be given priority. Faculty teaching one or fewer courses will be given priority. Co-researchers may split a grant. The College of Arts and Sciences wishes to promote and support research across the college. Priorities go to those who demonstrate high dedication to research in Summer 2022. If awarded, a short report of research activities will be due by October 15, 2022.

**Award Description:** $5,000 in summer salary money

**Total Awards:** minimum 5

**Application Deadline:** Monday, March 21, 2022, 5 pm (email the application and chair’s support letter to Dr. Sunny Lei: xlei@lamar.edu)

Name: ___________________________ L#: ___________________________
Rank: ___________________________ Dept: ___________________________
E-mail: __________________________ Phone: ___________________________

Please use the following questions as sections in the application. Three pages maximum text with 3 pages maximum appendices allowed.

1. List any course(s) that you are scheduled to teach in Summer 2022, including course identification (subject/number/title), class capacity, course hours & dates, and teaching mode (online, on campus, or hybrid).

2. If applicable, list any other duties (including funded research) at Lamar University for which you will receive financial compensation in Summer 2022. For each compensated duty, include the number of work hours per week and dates in Summer 2022.

3. Briefly describe your overall research project.

4. Provide a timeline for your overall research project.

Example:

```
FA 21 SP 22 SU 2022 FA 22 SP 23
/-----------------------------------------------/
| Literature Data Data Writing Paper submission |
| Review Collection Analysis & revisions or Proposal submission |
| or professional conference presentation |
```

5. Describe your research activities in Summer 2022. Please state what stage this research is among your overall research described above (all stages are eligible for this fellowship).

6. List all expected accomplishments as a result of this award. Include projected dates for conference presentations, publications (with possible journal names), and/or proposal submissions.

7. Have you identified any external grants that you might apply for over the next year? If so, please list them. While we encourage the submission of external grants when appropriate, it is not a requirement for this Summer Fellowship.